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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here we shall witness an Absolutely AWESOME Miracle,
which is again very Easy to understand, (=QURAN TESTAMENT 54/17)
but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/88)
==========
57 And when the "Son of Mary" is put forth as an example,
your people are turning (themselves and those who blindly follow them) away
from it.
..........
..........
61 But certainly, he (="Son of Mary" as clearly emphasized above, in the first place)
is a Knowledge of the Hour; so you shall have no doubt about it (=i.e. the Hour),
and you shall follow me; (for) this is the Straight Path.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 43/57, 61)
==========
So, due to this most specific Indication by our Supreme LORD in the above Verse,
we clearly see that
this special Attribute: "Son of Mary" (=Abnu Maryam) in this respect above
has thus specifically been mentioned by our Supreme
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
exactly "23 times," in total, therein,
first of all, here thus:

LORD,

==========
87 ...... And We gave Jesus, "Son of Mary", the ClearProofs, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 2/87)

253 ...... And We gave Jesus, "Son of Mary", the ClearProofs, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 2/253)
45 ...... His name is: the Messiah, Jesus, "Son of Mary"; ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 3/45)
157 And their saying: "We have killed the Messiah, Jesus, "Son of Mary",
Messenger of ALLAH!" But they had not killed him, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 4/157)
171 ...... Certainly, the Messiah, Jesus, "Son of Mary" is (no other than)
a Messenger of ALLAH, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 4/171)
17 Rejecters indeed are those who have said: "ALLAH is the Messiah, Jesus,
"Son of Mary". .......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/17)
17 ...... Say: "Then, who has any power against ALLAH if HE had wanted to
annihilate the Messiah, Jesus, "Son of Mary" and his mother, and all who are
on the earth?" ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/17)
46 And We sent in their footsteps Jesus, "Son of Mary" ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46)
72 Rejecters indeed are those who have said: "ALLAH is the Messiah,
"Son of Mary". .......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/72)
75 the Messiah, "Son of Mary", is no other than a Messenger; ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/75)
78 Condemned are those who have rejected from among the Children of Israel
by the tongue of David and Jesus, "Son of Mary"; ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/78)
110 When ALLAH said: "O Jesus, "Son of Mary", recall MY Blessings unto you
and unto your mother, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/110)
112 When the disciples said: "O Jesus, "Son of Mary", can your LORD send down
for us a feast from the sky?"
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/112)
114 Jesus, "Son of Mary" said: "O ALLAH, our LORD, send down to us a feast
from the sky, .......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/114)
116 And ALLAH will say: "O Jesus, "Son of Mary", did you tell the people
to take you and your mother as twogods other than ALLAH?" ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 5/116)
31 They have taken their Rabbis and Monks to be Lords besides ALLAH, and
the Messiah, "Son of Mary", ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 9/31)
34 Such was Jesus, "Son of Mary", (according to this) Word of the Truth (here),
......

(QURAN TESTAMENT 19/34)
50 And We made the "Son of Mary" and his mother a Sign,
and We gave them refuge on a highground, a place of dwelling with a flowingstream.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 23/50)
7 ...... and Moses, and Jesus, "Son of Mary", We took from them
a solemn Covenant.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 33/7)
57 And when the "Son of Mary" is put forth as an example, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 43/57)
27 ..... And We sent (in their footsteps) Jesus, "Son of Mary", ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 57/27)
6 And when Jesus, "Son of Mary" said: "O children of Israel, I am a
Messenger of ALLAH to you, ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 61/6)
14 ...... as Jesus, "Son of Mary" said to his disciples: "Who are my supporters
towards ALLAH?" ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT 61/14)
==========
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So now, here are all of those "Chapter  Verse Numbers" in which
this special Attribute: "Son of Mary" (=Abnu Maryam) in this respect above
has thus been mentioned throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
exactly in all of those "23" occurrences, in total, by our Supreme

LORD above,

in this perfect order:
i.e. =starting with smaller "Chapter  Verse Numbers" always for/on the left side
to bigger "Chapter  Verse Numbers" always for/on the right side,
in such a precise and perfect order,
from the very beginning of the QURAN TESTAMENT to the very end therein,
in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDERFUL" perfect manner, now here thus:

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH

ALLAH

"Son of Mary"
"Son of Mary"
(=Abnu Maryam) (=Abnu Maryam)
ChapterVerse No.

Number of Occurrences
therein

Number of Occurrences
therein

ChapterVerse No.

2 87
3 45
4 171

5 46
75
110
114
9 31
23 50
43 57
61 6
____________

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

2 253
4 157
5 17
017
72
78
112
116
19 34
33 7
57 27
61 14
_____________

13902

11

12

21434

19

=

x...

19

=

*Please, certainly note that we have thus legitimately placed
this one and only "second occurrence" in the same Verse above,
which is in Chapter No. 5, on the right side above
exclusively as (=017) therein,
so that now there is:
two "twodigit Verse No. (=46 and 75),
and again equally two "threedigit Verse No. (=110 and 114),
for/on the left side above, within that most specific Chapter No. 5,
in this respect therein,
and then

x...

three "twodigit Verse No. (=17 and 72 and 78),
and again equally three "threedigit Verse No. (=017 and 112 and 116),
for/on the right side above, within that most specific Chapter No. 5 again,
in this respect therein,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner above,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here
(6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH

ALLAH

"Son of Mary"
"Son of Mary"
(=Abnu Maryam) (=Abnu Maryam)
ChapterVerse No.

2 87
3 45
4 171

5 46
75
110
114
9 31
23 50
43 57
61 6
____________

Number of Occurrences
therein
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

Number of Occurrences
therein
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
_______

ChapterVerse No.

2 253
4 157
5 17
017
72
78
112
116
19 34
33 7
57 27
61 14
_____________

13902

11

12

19

=

19

x...

"ChapterVerse" Numbers
from the first one to the last one above

21434

=

x...

"ChapterVerse" Numbers
from the first one to the last one above

towards the "right" direction here

towards the "left" direction here

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<<<

2 87 3 45 4 171 5 46 75 110 114
9 31 23 50 43 57 61 6

61 14 57 27 33 7 19 34
116 112 78 72 017 5 17 4 157 2 253

>>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

19

=

19

x...

=

x...

or/and

or/and

"ChapterVerse" Numbers
from the first one to the last one above

"ChapterVerse" Numbers
from the first one to the last one above

towards the "left" direction here

towards the "right" direction here

<<<<<<<<<<

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

61 6 43 57 23 50 9 31
114 110 75 05 46 04 171 03 45 02 87

02 253 04 157 05 17 017 72 78 112 116
19 34 33 7 57 27 61 14

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

19

=

x...

*Please, certainly note that
for/in the second Case above, we have thus rightfully placed

>>>>>>>>>>>

19

=

x...

all of those very first "Chapter Numbers"
legitimately with "extra zeros" up to and including that
most specific Chapter No. 5 (=i.e. because it is the one and only "Chapter" in which
there are more than one occurrences, for/on both sides, on our Table above)
thus for/on both sides therein:

...... 05 46 04 171 03 45 02 87

02 253 04 157 05 17 017 ......

<<<<<<<<<<<<

>>>>>>>>>>>>

And because that for/on the right side above there was already
this most specific and exclusive Verse No. with such a legitimate "extra zero" (=017)
(*please, see that most Clear and perfect Reason for it within the previous post
within our Table therein)
so there are thus perfectly and equally
four "extra zeros"

==

four "extra zeros"

for/on both sides, for/in that second Case, above,
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner
also in this respect above,
by this most Superb and matchless perfect Creation Designs of our Supreme LORD
here again (6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.
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57 And when "Son of Mary" (=Abnu Maryam) thus especially,
on "the left side" & on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now
is put forth as an example, your people are turning (themselves and those who
blindly follow them =6/26) away from it.
58 And they said: Are our "Gods" (=i.e. a reference to their such misled and
misleading "Scholars" whose false "Doctrines" in the name of Religion
they blindly follow here =42/21 = 9/31) are better or is he?
They only put this forth to argue with you. Indeed, they are a contentious people.
59 (For) he (="Son of Mary") was no other than a Servant
whom We blessed, and We made him an example for the Children of Israel.

60 And if We will, We could make of/among you (=e.g. in the form of humans =6/9)
angels to be successors on the earth.
61 But certainly, he (="Son of Mary" =Abnu Maryam) as clearly emphasized
in this Verse (=57), in the very first place above) is a Knowledge of the Hour (=a
most specific reference also and especially to the Hour of this anticipated "Smoke"
and these terrifying "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter, here in this case =44/1016,
in this Final Age now)
so you shall never doubt about it (=la tamtarunna biha) (=i.e. the Hour above now)
thus especially, due to/on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables here now,
and you shall follow me; (for) this is the Straight Path.
62 And let the Satan never repel you (la yasuddannakum) thus especially,
from/on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables here now; (for) he is to you
a clear enemy.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 43/5762)
==========

************
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
How will you be (responding) when "Son of Mary" (=Abnu Maryam)
thus especially, on "the left side" & on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables
above now descends amongst you,
for your "Imam/Leader" (=a most specific reference to His long awaited and anticipated
Mahdee descendant, i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE
of the Covenant" here, in this Final Age now) is among you?
(Sahih Muslim, Book 1, Hadith 299)
************
************
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:
And the Hour (=a most specific reference also and especially
to the Hour of this anticipated "Smoke" and these terrifying "Heavenly Requitals"
thereafter, here in this case again =44/1016, in this Final Age now)
will not be established until "Son of Mary" (=Abnu Maryam)
thus especially, on "the left side" & on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables
above now descends among you as a just Ruler,
and he will thus especially, due to/on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables
above now break the Cross (=i.e. will thus utterly refute the claims of this
false Doctrines of "Trinity" here,
in QURAN TESTAMENT now =5/7274 & 5/117120),
and he will thus especially, due to/on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables
above now kill the Pigs (=i.e. will thus utterly rebut the claims of this
false Scholars of "Trinity" here,
in QURAN TESTAMENT now =5/6061 & 5/117120),
and he will thus abolish the Jizya tax (for such Truthful Christians here,
in QURAN TESTAMENT now =5/8385,
who will thus wholeheartedly follow that long awaited and anticipated "Imam/Leader"

(=i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant of prophet Muhammad (PbuH),
=this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" here,
in this Final Age now) as it is clearly and unmistakably pointed out in the above Hadith, in the
first place.)
But money will increase in abundance (especially for such Untruthful Christians
who would still continue to ignorantly and arrogantly believe in and advocate this
false Doctrines of "Trinity" here =5/7273 & 23/5256)
so that no one (from among them) will accept him (=i.e. "Son of Mary"
=Abnu Maryam above now.) *unless they wholeheartedly decide
to repent and return to

ALLAH here =3/8689 before it may be too late then =4/1718).

(Sahih Bukhari, Book 46, Hadith 37)
************

*So please, also absolutely see

"BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 3"
document now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id182.html
thus to clearly and unmistakably witness the strong Belief and full Support of
prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him)
==========
due to this most critical and important "Covenant" of ALLAH
thus especially and also taken from Him here
(=Gospel, John 6/27 = Matthew 23/39 = John 6/40)
==========
unto this long awaited and anticipated Messiah Servant of ALLAH (=i.e. this
most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" here,
in this Final Age now,)
by all of His "19" coded most Miraculous "Words" and "Prophecies" in GOSPEL,
as perfectly inspired and taught to Him by ALLAH therein,

for/in this Final Age now.

*And then please, finally and absolutely see

"BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 4"
document now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
thus to clearly and unmistakably witness the strong Belief and full Support of
prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)
==========
due to this most critical and important "Covenant" of ALLAH
thus especially and also taken from Him here
(=Quran, Ali Imraan 81 = Ahzab 78)
==========

unto His long awaited and anticipated Descendant = Mahdee Servant of ALLAH
(=i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" here,
in this Final Age now,)
by all of His "19" coded most Miraculous "Words" and "Prophecies" in HADITH,
as perfectly inspired and taught to Him by ALLAH therein,

for/in this Final Age now.
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==========
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic
who claims that QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole World that
QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but exempts all of those specific "Chapter No's"
(=i.e. exclusively, No. "5" above)
that would be "repetitions" from/on the left side of our Tables above,
and It does not letstay (but excludes all of those specific "Chapter No's"
(=i.e. exclusively, No. "5" again above)
that would be "repetitions" from/on the right side of our Tables above,
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and
Perfect Conclusions,"
for/in that most essential first Case, and then also for/in those most wonderful
second and third Cases,
"for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides," therein above) for all humanity.

30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out
in the above 2630th Verses) is but a Commemoration (=Dhikraa) for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created
thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side
also here in this respect above
as/in

"pairs" (=i.e. all of those specific "ChapterVerse Numbers"

in which this special Attribute:

"Son of Mary" in this respect above

has thus been mentioned by our Supreme

LORD throughout the whole
QURAN TESTAMENT, as/in such perfect "pairs" above)
that perhaps you may takeCommemoration (=taDhakkaroona)!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/263031 "Dhikraa" == 51/49 "pairs" = "taDhakkaroona")

==========

Remain in peace/salaam.
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